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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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derivaciones
referrals is incorrectly written and should be written as branches, deviations.  being its meaning:<br>Lines, roads or
branches that come out of a major.  Branches, deviations.  In Linguistics is a procedure of formation of words that can
extend a number of meanings, formed from a major, root or lexeme and its family of derived words.  Referrals may have
root in a noun or adjective, unlike Flex, which will always be a verb.

derivado de la palabra humedad
They can be derived from moisture; Moisturizing, humidifier, moisten.

dermato
Dermato dermatos is a Greek prefix meaning skin. It is a synonym of the Greek prefix Derma.

dermis
It means skin.  Layer that covers our body and is located under the epidermis or outer layer of the skin.

dermis sufijo
The suffix or prefix correct is derma or dermatos, which means skin. DermIS is a neologism that means the same was
formed by dividing the word epidermis ( epi is up, envelope and dermis skin ).

dermofarmacia
It is the branch of pharmacy that is dedicated to the study, formulation, preparation, application and monitoring of
specific pharmacological products for dermatological use, that is, for skin care and cosmetology. 

derogada
It's a tipulore to repeal.  It means to delete, abolish, invalidate, cancel, cancel.

derrengar
In Colombia it means desriñonar(SE), injury to a person or animal in the hip in such a way that you can not walk
properly.  Dislocated hip.

derrier
It is a word of French, is written derriere and back means.  In Spanish this gallicism is used to say back, buttocks,
buttocks, tail, tail, ass, buttocks, buttocks.

derriere
It is a word of French origin that means back, buttocks, tail, tail, ass.

derriere
It is a Word of the French language, meaning back, back, tail, tail, back, ass, buttocks.   Galicism by butt or behind. 

derrière
It's a French language word that means behind it.  Tail, butt, buttocks. 



derriscar
It means to fall, throw, precipitate.  Throw into the void, collapse, clear, withdraw.  clear the crags or remove the crags
from a track or path.  It is a term used in Cuba and Puerto Rico. 

derro del aguila
derro of the aguila is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Hill of the Eagle." being its meaning:<br>Derro of the
aguila is misspelled. I think that they refer to Cerro del Águila. It is a very common name of hills throughout Latin
America. In Colombia there are at least a few five sites that have that name. In Mexico and Venezuela also exists. In
Peru there is a hydroelectric plant on the river Mantaro, with that name.

derrocar
It means overthrowing or bringing down a government or a political regime.  Replace or usurp a ruler through violence. 
Dethrone, destitute, depose. 

derrochador
You spend money without control.  That you like waste or waste.  In Colombia, it means crazy, of poor judgment,
irrational.  Also used as a synonym for tarambana, wasteful, botarate or botaratas.

derrochadora
In Colombia it is the same as wasteful, wasteful, gastona.  Botarate or botaratas .  Person (or woman) who spends her
money in droves, without measure.  It can also mean tarambana, crazy, thoughtless, hasty, dazed. 

derrochar
In Colombia it means spending without measure, not necessarily money, but any resource or you are having.  Waste,
waste, waste, lavish.

derroche
Action and effect of squandering .  Excessive expenditure , Action of the botaratas or wasteful . 

derroñar
It's the same as undressing.  This term is used to call the activity of removing part of the bark from junipers or pines to
obtain the miera or resin. 

derrota
In Seamanship heading of the boat, direction to which a ship moves.  It also means setback, failure, loss, downfall. 
Permission to graze livestock on land already harvested.  It can mean path, path, path, sidewalk. 

derruir
It means turning into ruins, destroy, lie, knock down, knock down, damage, impair, demolish.

derrumbe
It means crash in Colombia.  Removal of Earth, landslides.  Action or effect of collapse.  To say hurl, knock down, lie,
collapse, shed, precipitate, demolish.



derumbar
The correct term is to collapse. Does precipitate, hurl, throw, demolish, demolish, collapse, throwing, lie.

derumbar
The correct term is to collapse. Does precipitate, hurl, throw, demolish, demolish, collapse, throwing, lie.

derviche
Measuring person, beggar.  Kind of Muslim monk. 

desabenencia
desabenencia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Disagreement" being its meaning:<br>The correct way is
disagreement. It means to break the harmony between two people. Disagreement. Alter, change.

desabillé
nightdress is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Negligee." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
negligee.  It is a word of French language which means underdressed.  Without proper costume to go out.  Clothing from
lounge, Pajama or weightlifter.

desacato
It is an action by which a subordinate disobeys an order from a superior or rather dictated by law.  Breach, disrespect,
irreverence, disobedience, rebellion, insubordination, challenge, challenge, challenge and opposition.

desacelerarse
It means slowing down, slowing down. 

desactualizado
A person who is unknown today.  For a professional: that unknown advances or knowledge of his profession.  For a
common person: that unknown developments, misinformed, late.

desafíos
It is synonymous with challenges, provocations, shenanigans, betting, competitions, rivalries, oppositions, duels, fights,
fighting, meetings, threats, fights.

desaforado
Acting outside the law without law or jurisdiction.  That runs everything, that takes everything ahead.  Nothing affects
him.  It has no immunity or privileges.  It also means excessive, exceeded, disproportionate, excessive, exaggerated or
rabid, frantic, furious, exasperated.

desafuero
Act or action that goes against the rules or regulations.  Non-compliance with or violation of a rule.  Abuse, injustice,
abuse and excess, arbitrariness, violation.

desagiar
It means buying goods at lower than normal prices.  Buy auctions, sales or cheap.



desagradable
You have bad taste, or causing displeasure, disgust.  Annoying, uncomfortable, disgusting, ungrateful, annoying,
annoying, disgusting.

desagradecido
That does not appreciate .  Person who does not remember the favors and benefits received from others.  Unfaithful,
indifferent, unthankful, ungrateful. 

desaguar
It means drain, remove water from somewhere.  In Colombia, especially in Bogotá, urinate, evacuate the urine, pee.

desahogarse
In Colombia it means relax, take a load off.  To be able to tell or have an event that has caused grief or pain.  Cry a
penalty.  Compose, relieved, relax, calm down, calm down, download.  Calm the pains of the soul.

desahuciar
Declared incurable, without hope of regaining health.  It is also a throw, throw, throw, eject, dismiss.

desairadas
It means despised, offended, humiliated, outraged, belittled.  Plural of snubbed .   Snub victims.

desaire
In Colombia means disdain, contempt.  offence, humiliation, rebate, contempt.  It is an inflection of snubbing.  It means
humiliate, offend, belittle.

desajustado
It is an inflection of loosen.  It means uncoupling, making perder adjustment, derange, disrupt.  To lose an arrangement
or agreement.  In Colombia it also means loose, loose, unadjusted loosely.  Incomplete arrangement.

desaliento agotamiento
Discouragement, exhaustion are synonymous with discouragement, tiredness, fainting.  Loss of vigour and energy.

desalineada
It means that it does not keep a straight line.  Misalignment of misalignment, which means losing the line or
righteousness.  Uneven. 

desalojo
It is a violent action performed sometimes by an authority, to remove a person from the place where it is based.  It can
occur or as an invader, a judicial lien or because it is a recovery of property.

desamparado
It means abandoned, alone, helpless, unasshamed, helpless.  unprotected.  That lacks support, protection or protection.
 Destitute , lost . 



desangelado
It means simple, simple, unadorned or graceless.  Short, bland.

desanilizar
It means taking salt out of a substance.  Delete the salts . 

desanonimizar
It means to make known, to identify, to nominate, to name, to remove from anonymity. 

desapagado
It is an inflection of detachment.  That detachment, which doesn't surprise you have or do you need others.

desarmador
In Colombia we say screwdriver.  Implement metal used for recessed or nail, or to remove or disengage screws by
means of repeated spins.  Screwdriver.  Tool used to arm / disarm objects.

desarraigados
Marginalized, isolated, separated. People who live outside of the environment that surrounds them; without bonds that
join them.

desaseado
In Colombia it means dirty, pork, pig.  It has no toilet or personal hygiene.

desaseados
It means dirty, filthy, unhygienic.  No cleaning, no toilet, no hygiene.  Pigs, pigs.

desastrar
Turning something into a mess or turning something chaotic.  Clutter, stir, wallow. 

desastre
You want to say something very harmful, very harmful, causing much damage.  Calamity, catastrophe, devastation and
ruin, disaster, tragedy, failure, cataclysm, catastrophe, debacle.

desatenciones
It means oversight.  Losing concentration or attention momentarily.

desatino
It means error, mistake, nonsense, foolishness, foolishness, nonsense.

desatranques
It's plural of unlocking.  It is the activity of maintenance to septic wells and sewer networks.  Unclog, Unclog.



desatrasar
It means recovering the delay, delay or lost ground.  Reach , recover .  It is a term widely used in the school
environment in Colombia.

desatrase
Inflection of de-strapping or untraveling.  In Colombia it means equalizing, catching up, recovering time or lost (or
undone) work, making a greater effort. 

desatrasen
It means eliminating the delay or retardation. Come on, replace the late.

desatrazar
The correct term is to desatrasar, with s.  It means recovering the delay, delay or lost ground.  Reach , recover .  It is a
term widely used in the school environment in Colombia.

desavenirse
It means entering into controversy or disagreement.  Disagree, fight, dispute, disgust, break.  Alienating, upset, ill.

desavionar
In aeronautics is to remove or remove from an airplane all kinds of control and leave only the shell of the fuselage. 
Remove the avionics.

desayunar
End the fast.  Take the first meal in the morning after sleeping or resting.  In Colombia it also means to inform, notify,
inform. 

desbalanceada
Means uneven, unbalanced, that is not balanced properly, without balance.

desbalanceado
It means that it is out of balance, that it does not have an adequate or normal balance.  Unbalance inflection.  It needs to
be balanced or balanced. 

desbalanceamiento
Action of unbalanced, losing control, balance or equilibrium. Uneven.

desbalancear
It means make lose balance or balance.  Cause to lose his sanity.

desbancar
In Colombia it means replacing someone in any activity that he has been carrying out for a long time, for having greater
merits.  Assume ownership.  Supplement, relieve, replace, happen. 



desbande
Action or effect of disbanding.  It means causing a stampede, disperse, escape, escape, scare, scare.  Do flee or put to
flight.

desbarajustar
It means assembling a chaos or despelote with something which is ordered or organized.  Desperdigar, water, disperse,
mess up, spread, disperse.

desbarajuste
It means disorder, chaos, confusion. 

desbarbador
It is a type of simple and adjustable or adjustable tool, used especially in leather goods.  It has very small blades that
can be replaced.  It is used to make small channels on the leather and serve as a guide in the seams.  It is also used to
make decorations on leather.  There are other tools with this name that serve to remove sharp edges, burrs, fins and
protrusions in the cuts of metal sheets, leaving the edges smooth.  These have the appearance of a small strawberry. 

desbarrancamiento
It's the action or effect of falling down a ravine.  Derailing action and effect.  Precipitate, fall, fall, roll, take off. 

desbastada
In Colombia it means clipped by the ends or edges.  Roughing inflection .  It means trimming.  It is also to pave, remove
roughness, roughness or bumps (valid for fabric or soil).  Educate or train a person in such a way that they lose their
rudeness.  educate, train, instruct.  Remove it.

desbastar
Remove the rough or rough to something .  It can mean educating, refining, polishing.  Make a person lose his
roughness and rudeness.  Remove roughness from any type of material.  It can also mean trimming, cutting, shortening
(for example in hair, cutting tips, despuntar). 

desbordado
It is an inflection of overflow.  Out of mother or cause.  Any case, want to say overflow, overflow, exceed, spread,
flooding, flooding, exceeding, exalt.

desbrozadora
It is a machine that is used to crumble or break into small pieces the branches of a tree, after pruning or socas.  Machine
used for clearing.

desbrozar
It is the action of removing the branches from a tree.  Clean or remove brushwood from the woods or garden.  An action
that runs the brushcutter.  Remove leaves, twigs and other debris of a pruning.  .

descabalado
That he has lost his completeness.  It means confused, stunned, crackpot, crazy, bewildered.  That it is not in its right
minds. 



descabellada
It goes outside of judgment and reason.  Crazy, crazy, illogical, crazy, foolish, foolish. 

descabelladi
descabelladi is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Loopy" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
unreasonable. It means nonsensical, crazy, eccentric, insane, illogical, senseless, irrational, absurd.

descabellado
It means illogical, crazy, foolish, crazy.  It refers to something that lacks judgment or sanity.  Absurd, crazy, eccentric. 
Shaved, bald, allopecic. 

descabezado
Descabezado, cure head, decapitated friar, priest without head is one of the popular legends of several Latin American
countries.  Parent or headless monk.  A person who has died guillotined or decapitated.

descachada
Colombia has several meanings: means output false, imprudence, indiscretion.  Failing to hit the ball with the foot, hitting
the air, not atinar, fail.  Also in mechanics is release a front tire of a vehicle, a shaft break.  Remove the horns to a res,
dehorning, despitonar.

descachar
It's Colombianism.  In Colombia to be dispatched or discarded, it means to err, to fail, to make mistakes.  Escache is
also used, without the d (to be skidded or dug) and means the same thing.  Committing weeds, unwiling.  Do not get it
right, allocate.  Do not hit a ball despite having taken momentum and intend to do so.  Colloquially we say "the chain
burst"

descacharrizacion
It is the action of RID or eliminate useless things and which occupy space inoficiosamente.  Clean up the wardrobes and
cupboards.

descalandrajar
In Colombia it is means that you have everything loose and threatens to derail it.  It means damage, impair, disrupt,
destartalar, decompose, aviejar, blame, break, damage, tear.

descamación
In Medicine and Dermatology, it means lifting and loss of the upper layer of the skin (epidermis) in small scales or
sheets.  this is a normal process of skin renewal.  If it occurs excessively it is an indicator of a disease called ichthyosis. 
In this case it is due to dryness of the skin. 

descarado
In Colombia, it means has no face, which gives it worth anything.  It is a synonym of insolent, cynical, fresco, scoundrel.

descaramojo
It is a vulgarism by rose hip.  The correct term is rose hip which are a plant and its fruits in poma.  They belong to the
family Rosaceae, genus Rosa.  It can be Rosa micrantha or Rosa eglanteria (Rosehip).  It is very rich in vitamin C.  . 



descarbonización
It is the action or effect of decarbonizing.  This means eliminating carbon residues, especially when referring to a spark
plug or reducing carbon dioxide emissions into the atmosphere.  It is a practice that must be implemented in the world to
counter global warming. 

descargar
It means getting rid of a load, lowering the shoulders with something very heavy.  Lowering, disembarking, releasing,
relieving, exempting, helping.  In computer science is to download information online.

descarnado
Without meat, without hesitation.  It means no frills, dry, raw, crude.  Skinny, skeletal, enjuto, bony, brutal, shocking and
heartbreaking.

descaro
In Colombia you mean freshness, impertinence, impudence, insolence, cynicism.  Lack of delicacy or shame.

descarrilar
Derail or misbehaving is leaving the lane or the assigned path.  It means deviate, get out of the way.  Suffer a mishap.

descartados
Plural discarded .  It means they are not taken into account, deleted.  They are not accepted.  Unrecepted, rejected. 

descendimiento
It means aation of descending or descending.  Descent , descent .  In the Passion of Christ, action of lowering Jesus
from the Cross. 

deschavetada
In Colombia wants to mean crazy, crazy, crazy, defied.  He's lost his mind.  You've lost your mind.  Unscoached. 

deschavetado
In Colombia it means crazy, crazy, deciquily.  He's lost his mind.  You've lost your mind.  Unscoisted. 

deschavetar
In Colombia it means going crazy, freaking out, freaking out.  Losing sanity or reason.  Having mental problems. 

deschongue
Action and effect of unsewing .  It means toss, toss, to disarp.  Lose the arrangement of garments and makeup by wind
or rain effects.  Deteriorate or damage the ornamentation of a site, prepared for an act.

descobalado
It is a term widely used in Cali and Valle ( Colombia ) that means that something is curving, that it is losing the line, or
that it has lost the symmetry. Balance. twisted, bent...



descocado
In Colombia it means without hess, that it does not think or analyze things, ignorant, gross.  Colloquially in Colombia at
the head, it is also called coconut and a madman we say that "he skates the coconut".  In other American countries it
means licentious, impudent, libertine.

descoco
It is an inflection of descocar, which means to go crazy, to lose one's sanity.  It also means impudence, self-confidence,
shamelessness, impudence.  Exaggerated freedom, debauchery. 

descoles
In Colombia and among the rice guild are the waters that drain from a rice crop.  Leftover waters of rice irrigation. 
Drains, drains, drains.  If it were taken it would literally remove or trim the queues.

descollar
It means to be noticed among many, remove the neck or head.  You want to stand out, Excel, distinguished, look out.  It
is also out, emerge, dawn, look.

descompuesto
That he has no composure.  In Colombia it means damaged, damaged or rotten, sour, altered.  It can also mean
unwilling, sick, emaciated, achacoso or daring, impolite.  Drunk. 

desconsiderado
In Colombia it means disrespectful, disatentoterin, unruly, ungrateful, contemptuous.  Unattentive person who does not
consider or respect others.  He has no regard for others.

descorazonador
It is something that produces much despair, discouragement, which affects much feelings, that low morale or hope,
which produces folding.  That it makes us much pain, which affects the heart, the soul.  Desobligante, demoralizing,
bleak,

descorche
It is the amount or commission charged by a commercial establishment for being able to consume something that is
brought from outside the establishment (usually liquor).  Permission to remove the cork or lid.  In a vulgar way, it means
to remove virginity, to devirgar. 

descornada
To say that you have removed the horns, desastada, bumps, Rome, monguta.  Action to remove the horns to a res.

descortezado
You want to say without rind, without shell.  Action remove or remove the bark on a tree in a log of wood.

descrecían
It means that they were diminishing, decreasing, depleting, weakening, declining, waning or slowing down.  Inflection to
decrease, which means to diminish, weaken, exhaust, decline, dwindle, slow down.



descrestar
In Colombia it means to surprise, impress.  It usually refers to an act of unsuspected skill in a person.  Wonderful. 

descuacharrangado
It is the same as descachalandrado.  Means bad dress, ragged, ragged, guinaposo, desarrapado, scruffy, t'other,
piltrafa, descuajeringado.

descuajar
It is less dense, dilute, in forestry is thinning, remove part of the forest.

descuajeringado
It can refer to a person who walks very irregularly.  Ragged.  A person who wears old or threadbare clothes.  Ragged,
scruffy, astrological, tattered, ragged.  Who wears rags or rags. 

descuartizado
It means Pearl.  It was a torture of the middle ages that was tied to the sentenced to four horses, each of which pulled a
tip in different directions, throwing as a final result that the body was broken into four parts.  Currently used to designate
a wild type of homicide in which the body of the victim is abandoned Pearl and often separated parties to hinder or delay
identification.

descubrir el pastel
In Colombia it is to expose a plot or a lie.  Discover a ruse to harm someone.  Decipher a plot.  Evidence of the
deception.

descuidarse
It means neglect, getting distracted, falling asleep.  Do not worry about the presentation or the good dress.  Get
undressed, abandon yourself.  lose care or vigilance about something or someone.

desde el corazon
It is incorrectly written from the heart, and it should be written like "From the heart" being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is " from the 34 heart;.  Means with all the love, from the depths of your being, with all the soul.

desdecirse
In Colombia back on is to demonstrate the opposite of what was expected.  Deny, deny, clash, detracting, contrast. 
Backtrack is recant, refuse, retract, amend, recoil, patrasearse.

desdeñosa
It means lady or person who snubs others.  That makes a disdain or that belittles others.  Indifferent, arrogant. 
highness, pride, offensive, derogatory.

desdeñoso
You mean listless, acting with disdain.  Selfless, impassive. 

desdémona



Desdemona is incorrectly written and it should be written as Desdemona ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning: the correct
term is Desdemona ( it is proper name ).  Female flirtatious and bold, the tragedy Othello, spouse of the protagonist
character.

desdén
It means snub, careless, indifference, contempt, contempt.  Full attitude of indifference or detachment from something or
someone.

desdichar
Making perder Bliss, desgraciar. Cause unhappiness, desventurar. Lead to fatality, adversity.

desdichas
Plural of undesy .  It means misadventures, misfortunes, unhappiness, fatalities, adversities, miseries. 

desdoro
Product of defamation.  It means smear, discredit, dishonor, affront, mancilla.

deseables
Plural of desirable .  It means that it is desired, longed for.  Which is the cause of desire. 

desembarazarse
It means getting a problem off your top, fixing a problem.  Eliminate an impediment, clear or leave the way free, leave
expeditious.  Clear, vacate, postage, raid, release, remove, remove, unblock.

desenamorarse
It means losing or ending the crush.  Withdraw affection for something or someone.  Disentize yourself.  lose the love or
love for someone.

desencajar
It means to unsquad, decouple, disassemble, unhinge.  It can also mean twisting, dislocating, luxar, disarticulating.  To
disengage is to pale or decompose or lose the figure.  Get out of its packaging or natural position. 

desencion
The correct term is dissension , with s .  It means discord, disagreement, contention, confrontation, fair.  separation. 

desencriptar
It can mean deciphering a riddle or decoding a message by discovering or using a key.  Remove the security code or
key from a message. 

desendientes
You descendants is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Descendants" being its meaning:<br>It refers to the
successors, the progeny of a progenito. Generations that happen to the same father or Patriarch.



desenergiar
desenergiar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "De-energizing." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
de-energized.  It consists in the procedure to cut or suspend power in a sector or a network to perform work or to avoid
impacting networks falls.

desenergizar
In Colombia is to remove energy on a scheduled basis in the driving networks, in order to perform maintenance
activities.  Scheduled power outages for maintenance.

desenfrascar
In Colombia it means unleash, eliminate all obstacles, unravel, unravel, release, release, solve, resolve.  Try to get out
of a very difficult situation and showing no possible solution.

desenfreno
Excessive and crazy behavior.  In Colombia it means excessive abuse, debauchery, madness, craze, foolishness,
immoderation.

desenfriolito
Diminutive of Desenfriol .  It is a medicine that is used for colds in children.  Specific decool for minors. 

desenfundar
Get something out of his Holster, case, or Holster.  Remove a weapon from its Holster.  Remove the weapon to fire.

desenga????ar
The correct term is disabused.  It means producing or generating disappointments.  It is synonymous with disappointed,
disillusioned, disenchanted, desesperanzar, counteract, disappoint.

desenglobar
It means curtailing, cut, split, remove a land of another, split, split.

desengrasado
It can mean that it lacks grease or lubricant or also that retired him fat.  It is an inflection of degreased, which means fat
is removed.

desenguayabe
They are all the processes or treatments used to remove guava or raw.  Rest time to eliminate the effects of alcohol. 

desenlace
Mean solution to the problem or the form as ends or resolves one action.  It is also the solution or end of a work,
whether literary, theatrical or film, where is untie the knot or the plot is resolved.

desenrastrojar
It means removing stubble or weed.  Remove undesirable vegetation from growing areas.



desentrabar
It means untangling, streamlining, clearing, opening, facilitating, unhindering.

desenvueltos
In Colombia who exercised their activities very fast and effective way.  That everything is done quickly and efficiently.

deseo
Inflection of desiring, which means to yearn, want, crave, covet, ambition.  Feeling that manifests itself by ambition or
longing for something.  Want for yourself.  Longing, ambition, eagerness, craving, pretención .  Hope, aspiration. 

deseo vehemente
It is the definition of longing or desire.  Very intense desire.  Claim, greed, ambition, desire, aspiration.

desequilibrarse
It is the action of losing balance.  It means inestabilizarse, flickering, hesitation, desigualar, upset is, motion sickness,
disturbed, suffering a neurosis, whistle is, crazy is, losing his sanity.

desergenizada
I think the question is for de-energized.   It means that it lacks or does not transport energy.  No power.  Refers to power
lines that are isolated or disconnected so that they cannot carry power during grid maintenance.

desertor
A person who leaves work or a service that was imposed on it, generating a breach of an order.  Breached, deserter,
fugitive, traitor, escaped, defector, unfair.

desescalada
It means descent, descent.  It may refer to activity contrary to rock climbing or also to price decline after a bullish climb.

desescalar
It means to lower the level, to reduce the intensity.  It can refer to the decrease in the intensity of military operations in a
conflict.  It can also be the gradual decrease or decrease in the intensity of an epidemic or critical situation. 

desescamar
In Colombia it is to remove the scales from a fish.  Remove flakes. 

desestigmatisenla
desestigmatisenla is incorrectly written and should be written as "Desestigmatisenla ( with tilde )." being its
meaning:<br>The correct term is desestigmatisenla.  It is an inflection of Oh.  To say that cease to point to it that do not
offend it, that not dishonor it, let it quiet.

desestigmatizar
It is a word which if used in Colombia and means to remove the stigma, brand or signal something to someone, you
eliminate a qualifying negative, of accepting that what is foisted him someone was not true. Lift a sanction. Return the
good reputation to someone.



desestimulante
It means it makes you lose interest or mood.  That discourages.

desestimular
It is the action that is intended to discourage regular, contain or restrain a custom or practice.  Discourage, deter, stifle.

desestresa
It's a de-stressing inflection.  It means returning calm, tranquility or calm.

desestresarnos
It refers to take away stress, or exhaustion or general physical fatigue produced by something that causes us
nervousness.

desetenderse
It means neglecting, carefree, ignoring.  Do not pay attention or care. 

desfangador
It means that it removes, deletes, or separates the mud.  It is a device that is used to delete or remove mud or clay of a
mineral.  Filter, strainer.

desfasaje
This word is not in the dictionary of the RAE. However, if the Panhispanic dictionary of doubts ( collects it see the full
index of the DPD ). It means gap, crookedness, or mismatch.

desfiladero
Vertical slope of terrain.  In Colombia means cliff, Cliff, Cliff, Cliff, precipice, chasm, Gorge, angostura.

desfinanciado
That lacks economic resources to be developed, referred to a project or program.  That has no funding or sponsorship. 
No financial or economic support. 

desfocalizar
It means removing from focus, moving away from focus, or removing focus.  Eliminate the nucleus, the source, the
cause, the origin.  Deconcentrate, deflect, disorient.  In Dentistry it is to eliminate all possible sources of infection from a
dental part.  Eradicate.  Type of dental treatment. 

desfogar
It means to discharge the tension or release the pressure.  Give free rein to passion or demonstrate feelings without
qualms.  Free yourself, let off steam.  Release flames or fire.  Allow a gas, fire, or smoke to be released by the vent. 

desforado
In Colombia means excessive, exaggerated, exceeded, furious, frenzied, boar, rampant, exasperated, irritated.



desfurretar
It means breaking, splitting, breaking or also tearing, tearing, garnishing, cracking.  In some it means deflowering,
devirgar, raping. 

desganada
You'll tell.  It has no desire to eat.  Without appetite.

desgano
It means apathy, lack of interest.  Apathy, indolence, weariness, indifference, nuisance, disgust.

desgañangue
In Colombia means ripped apart, returned to shreds, finished, damaged, party, defeated.

desgañifaban
They desgañifaban is incorrectly written and it should be written as they "hoarse" to being its meaning:<br>Perhaps it
should say hoarse. If so it means shouting with all forces. Become hoarse. Croak with great force, force the gullet or
throat.

desgañitarse
Affect the vocal cords or larynx from so much screaming.  It means shouting very forcefully or shrillly.  To get out of your
way, to squeal, to squeal, to slob, to vocifererate.

desgarei
This Word does not exist in Spanish.  Desgarei is an error of fingering for writing tear (due to lack of practice in the
typing or keyboarding and the proximity of the r to the e and the i or).  A tear is a muscle injury caused by the lack of
adequate heating.  It is also called flip.  It may be a muscle or a tendon rupture.

desgarrar
Pull a piece of tissue out of a pull.  It means tearing, lacerating, plucking, slashing, breaking.  It can also be to sloping,
dismembering or sloping.  In Colombia it also means carraspear, expectorar, take phlegm out of the throat.  Injury
suffered by athletes (muscle tear).

desgaste
Action and effect of wearing or wearing, which means to ajar, deteriorate, consume, use.  erode.  It also means hard or
intense work, but unofficial or ineffective.  Exposure or hustle and bustle for work or effort, hustle, bustle, hustle, work,
occupation. 

desgraciado
You mean tragic, unlucky, fateful, fatal, unfortunate, unhappy, unfortunate, needy, vile.

desgreño
It means disorder, chaos, decomposed, tangled.

desguace



It is an inflection of scrapping.  It means to disrupt, dismantle, sell or trade by parties.  Each one of the resulting
disassemble something.

desgualetado
In Colombia it means scruffy, unkempt, evil dress or unconcerned of their personal appearance.  Messed up with the
costumes.

desguazar
In Colombia, it means disrupting, dismantling a unit or vehicle piece by piece.  It is usually an illegal practice.

desgüañangue
desguanangue is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Desguañangue" as meaning:<br>Cause damages to
something or someone. Impair, disrupt, damage, back pieces, butcher, butcher, finish, destroy, demolish, to terminate a
work. Back shattered.

deshacerse
In Colombia it means RID separated, break out, drop a tie, achieve removed a commitment or something that hurts. 
Remove, discard, remove, depart, remove, exclude, annihilate, kill.

desherbar
It's the same as weeding or weeding.  It is to remove all grass or weeds in a cultivated soil.  It can be done with azadon
or manually.

deshidratada
It means that it lacks moisture or water.  Drought. 

deshilacha
It is an inflection of Ravel.  It is a cloth or tissue strands or loose threads.  Return a lint cloth.  Extract, ahilar,
deshilvanar.

deshilachas
It is an inflection of fray or Ravel.  It means extract or destejer tissue, especially at the edges.  Form lint.

deshollinó
It is a sweeping bend.  It means remove or eliminate soot.  Clean the chimney or the buitron of waste such as soot and
ash.  Cleaning ceilings, walls, fireplaces, or buitrones with a chimney sweep.

deshuesadero
It is the same as desguesadero or desguazadero.  Site where is disrupting or disarm artifacts of all kinds for use as
spare parts.  In Colombia is a clandestine site where stolen vehicles are disrupting to sell them for parts.  Remote site
where the underworld committing murders.  Clandestine workshop.  Site where removed you or removed the bones to
the meat of an animal, part of a refrigerator.

deshuesar



It means removing the bones in the flesh of an animal or removing the bone or pepa of a fruit and only leaving the pulp. 
In Colombia it is also called a crime, which consists of disarming a stolen car and selling it in parts. 

desidia
It means unkempuishing, lazy slackness, apathy.  Lack of desire to do something.

desierto
Mean devoid of something, usually used to designate a bare ground.  arid, infertile, erial, pedregal, vacant lot. 
Geography is a very extensive, dry, sandy and sparse vegetation.  Desolate, desert, bleak, lonely, empty.  Prize or
election in which does not determine a winner.

designio
Something that happens to will or without it.  It means project, intention, determination, plan, purpose, mira, object, goal,
task.

desinfectada
It is an inflection of disinfect.  Means sterilized clean, sanitize, fumigate, purify.

desinfectante
It is a chemical that is used to disinfect or to eliminate germs.  It kills infection-producing microorganisms.  That
eliminates infections. 

desinflarse
In Colombia, it means losing interest or be disappointed in something.  Be disappointed, disillusioned, disenchanted and
frustrated.  Losing air or gas contained inside a balloon.

desinhibido
It means that you do not feel inhibitions or fears.  That nothing stops him or prevents him from acting or proceeding. 
That it does not abstain or without prohibitions.  Unrjudiced, quiet, natural. 

desinhibitoria
It means that it avoids blush, which calms down, which eliminates fear, shame or modesty.   It relaxes, it produces calm.

desintegrador
It means device or weapon that disintegrates or powder.  Device that crumbling, fragmented or that leaves a material
reduced to particles.  Disposer.

desintegrar
It is altering the integrity of something, splitting or dividing a whole into several parts.  It means reducing a solid body to
dust.  Cause a solid body to transform into very small particles.  Divide a solid body into very small parts. Crush, grind,
crush, disintegrate, crumble, atomize, fractionate, break, split, divide.  It also means crush, defeat, defeat, destroy,
overwhelm, annihilate. 



desiré henri
Desiree Henry is the name of a British athlete originating in Guyana, is world champion and Olympic medalist in speed
competitions and is part of the relay of 4 x 400.

desistido
It is a inflection of desisting, which means to resign, to claudicate, to abdicate, to abandon, to depart, to become
disinterested, to cease, to finish.  Stop trying, stop doing, do not continue, do not follow, interrupt a process that was
running. 

desímbolas
It's a common and erroneous way of saying dysymbolas.  It means different, different, dissimilar.

desímeles
desimeles is incorrectly written and should be written as "Decimate them, tell them." being its meaning:<br>Wrong way
to conjugate the verb say in imperative and plural. Right thing to do is tell them. On the other hand the word decimate
them, if it were accepted should be with c.

desjaretar
In Colombia means open, separate hard, crack.   Separate two parts that are joined.  Tear. 

desktop
It is an English word that means desktop.  It is also used to refer to the type of computer that is placed on a table or desk
(that translates on top of the desktop).

desleal hipocrita
They are two synonyms of perfidious, traitor or falton. 

deslenguada
It lacks language.  It also refers to the person speaking excessive, tongue.  She is impulsive and daring to speak. 
Gossipy, talkative, slandering, deceitful. 

deslindamos
It is an inflection of stating. Establishing the boundaries of something. It means to demarcate, delimit, limit, define,
amojonar, point out, clarify, point out, define, establish.

desliz
Breach of morality or the rules.  Unintentional error, neglect.  In Colombia it means stumble, stumble, error, failure,
mistake, indiscretion, distraction, weakness, weakness.

deslizaderos o toboganes
They are the same as slides.  They are some constructions of smooth and sloping surfaces with edges or protections
where you can throw or slide way of fun people.  In Colombia is an apparatus of fun in the pools.  Slide is a word of
Algonquian origin, meaning sled.



deslomarse
In Colombia it means bending the body by an excessive weight.  Work very hard, make too much effort.

desmadejado
In Colombia it means vanished, fainted, drained, desguangado.  no forces.

desmadre
It means out of the normal channel.  Wildness, mess, chaos, excess, anarchy, relaxation, spree.

desmallar
It means remove or delete a mesh.  Delete or remove a gate or fence enclosing a lot or a neighborhood.  Desenrejar. 
pass out or faint with and means lose consciousness, motion sickness, fade.

desmandados
Plural of desmandado .  In Colombia it means patients who do not take care of themselves during their convalescence,
which delays and harms their healing.  Person in convalescence who does not follow the recommendations of the
Doctor.  Inflection of getting out of control that means not taking care of yourself. 

desmandao
It means careless, not cared for, poorly cared for or poorly managed.  It is unbridled vulgarism. 

desmaner
desmaner is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Excesses" being its meaning:<br>They very likely sought to
ask about the meaning of excesses. Too much, too much in words or works. Outrages, abuse. Overwhelmed acts of
vandalism. The assaults also are some insectivorous mammals that in Spain say water moles or rats trompeteras (
Galemys pyrenaicus ). They are the family Talpidae.

desmaquillante
It is a cosmetic product that women use at night to remove the remains of makeup. 

desmatonar
In Colombia means eliminating kills, weeding, weeding, desenrastrojar, eliminating stubble.   Thinning the weeds or
noxious vegetation of a crop or area to be cultivated.

desmayos
The blackouts are loss of consciousness for several reasons.  Despair, discouragement, fainting, fainting,
lightheadedness, syncope, collapse, swoon, dizziness.

desmán
In Colombia it means excess, violence, disorder.  Violent act that affects many people and property.  Abuse, abuse,
outrage. 

desmánes
The correct term is 40 excesses; it does not have tilde ).  You want to say abuse, violations, outrages and excesses. In



Spain they say them excesses species of moles and shrews.  The Pyrenean Desman or of the Pyrenees, also called
Almizclera is scientific name Galemys pyrenaicus and belongs to the family Talpidae.

desmedidas
It means exaggerated, which exceed the limits allowed or tolerated.  Excessive, excessive, huge, gigantic. 

desmemoriados
Plural of desmemoriado.  It means that he forgets things easily, lacking in good memory.  Forgetful.

desmenuzable
It means inconsistent, despicable, brittle.  That it can split, fractionate or break, that it can be eroded.  Erodable, fragile,
delicate. 

desmenuzadas
It's a crumbling inflection.  It means chopping, tearing or splitting with your hands.  Turn or break something into very
small pieces.

desmenuzar
It means back pieces, reduce to powder or small parts something solid.  Return often something solid.  Crumble,
crumbling, disperse, undo, blend, chop, deleznar, erodar, erode.

desmixtificar
desmixtificar is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Demystify" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is to
demystify.  It is to kill a myth, eliminate a belief.  Do away with blind faith in something, prove the deception, put an end
to the legend.

desmogar
It is the name given to the molting of antlers or antlers in cervids and some related species.  Molting the horns or horns. 

desmontaje
It is the action of dethiring or disassembling a piece of equipment consisting of several large parts or parts.   Remove
parts or parts from a computer.  Disassemble in stages.

desmorrar
Desmorrar, means trim the morro, descopar.  It refers to the pruning of the branches or very leafy treetops.  It is the
effect of attach.  It means to prune or trim the tops of the trees.  Branches that are cut from a tree in pruning or
descopes.  Also referred to as desmorrar, the activity that is carried out on the beaches to remove the sand dunes. 
Flatten, match.

desmotivada
It means it lacks motivation or encouragement. 

desmotivante
It means that it removes or eliminates motivation or interest in something.  It makes you lose your temper or your spirits. 



It is used to discourage, deter.  It may also mean that it causes disappointment.

desnatadores
It is a term used in the oil industry.  It is a type of construction consisting of a box with partitions and siphon to separate
fats from water.  It is widely used to eliminate hydrocarbons in water flows, prior to wastewater treatment.  The
hydrocarbon is recovered and passed to filters and then back to production.

desnortar
It means disorienting change course, changing course, change target to someone.  Desenrrutar, do vary their North or
objective.

desnudo
A person who has stripped of his clothes.  Colombia wants is a synonym for vitilingo.  I empeloto, encuerado,
undressed, without clothes.  Smooth.

desnutridos
Plural of malnourished .  It means famished, scrawny, skeletal, skeletal, spinal, anemic.  It lacks the nutrition required to
have good health.  Poorly fed.  Sick for lack of good food.

desoír
In Colombia it means ignore, despise, not listening, not paying attention to something that is requested, it is said or is
recommended.  Neglect, disobey, Spurn, reject, neglect, ignore.

desoladamente
Lonely, distressing, painful, with much affliction.   With much regret.

desopilante
It means it can flow again, unobstructed, uncovered.  Action and desopilar effect which means uncovering, eliminate
obstruction that prevents the normal flow of a liquid through a pipe or duct.  Uncover, uncover.  Talk long, talk fluent. 

desoyendo
It means that he does not attend or abide by what he hears or is ordered.  That he does not accept what they tell him,
that he disobeys.  It is inflection of desoír that means not to abide, to disaspecting, not to attend not to listen. 

despabilado
In Colombia and in an ironic sense, inattentive person, who lacks attention, gone.  Worried, thoughtful, self-absorbed,
distracted.  Unspeaked can also mean clear, alert, awake, witty, ready, lively, resolute. 

despacho
In Colombia may be an office or unit that caters to the public.  It can also be a shipment or shipment.  Inflection for
clearing, which means sending, remit.

despachurra
It's a deflection to dispatch.  In Colombia it means despan, splatter, squeeze, gut or crush.  Squeeze something until it is



deformed or burst.  It can also mean apanar, chafar, spit, crush.

despacio
It means slow, little by little, at low speed.  Slowly. 

despacito por las piedras
The exact phrase is " slowly and by 34 small stones; It is a phrase widely used in Colombia that says that you have to go
slowly and carefully to go further and achieve success. It is similar to the Italian adage " Qui va piano, va lontano ". Used
in Colombia by the simile of a daily reality: when it rains a lot, the floor is very smooth and dangerous, so the
recommendation is made of it to walk slowly and the parties more dry. There is another widely used and similar phrase "
Go slowly and by the 34 sombrita; for when there is too much sun.

despaldado
despaldado it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Supported" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
supported. It means covered, supported, helped, sponsored, encouraged, sustained, supported, assisted.

desparchado
It means person who has no plans or activities scheduled for a weekend break or rest period.  desprogramado, vacated,
without plan, idle, free, boring.

desparecerse
It means hide, hide, get lost, not to be seen.

desparramadas
It means watered, scattered, watered.

desparramar
In Colombia means watering, desperdigaring, spreading, scattering, spilling, spreading.  It can also mean wasting,
wasteful, wasting.

despatriado
A person who works outside their country of origin.   Person who longs for if country of origin.  Foreign, foreign.

despatriados
People who work or live abroad.  Exiles, expatriates.

despatriarcalizar
It means eliminating patriarchs or gamonals (people who dominate in a community because of their economic might). 

despavoridas
Plural of unspavored .  It means frightened, terrified, frightened, terrified, empavably.  It means they run scared, full of
dread. 



despectivamente
It means treated with contempt, with disdain, with pride.  With claim to ignore it or not give you the value that deserve or
really has.  Small.  Demeritando its value.

despectivo de puerta
In Colombia we can use port, port, portachuela , porteja . 

despegue
It means losing the adhesion, soar.  It is a turning point to take off.  It means soar, start flying, release, release.

despejarse
It means to be clear, free, clean.  Rinse, deflate, open, free, vacate, clean up.

despelucado
In Colombia it means with messy hair.  With hair without straightening or combing.  Disheveled.

despelujado
It is the same as skinned, disheveled, which in Colombia means with messy or unsmoothed hair.

despenson
despenson is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Despenson" as meaning:<br>The correct term is despenson.
It is an augmentative of pantry. A large pantry. A department store of supplies.

despeñadero
In Colombia means cliff, Cliff, ravine, Gorge, rodadero, cliff.

despepitado
In Colombia it means that the seeds or seeds have been removed, Boneless.  Also in certain regions of the center of the
country means to flee, run away, leave in a frightened way.  terrified. 

despepitar
In Colombia it means shelling, remove a legume of your pod beads.  Delete or separate seeds from any edible fruit
(orange.  Watermelon, melon, etc.).

desperdiciar
In Colombia, it means spending without measure, spending carelessly.  Spend wasting, missed, wasted, squandered,
lavish, pull, throw.

desperdicio organico
The word organic lacks tilde.  Organic waste.  They are usually food residues or materials of plant and biodegradable
origin.

desperdigadas



It means watered, disseminated, scattered, separated, scattered.

desperdigados
It means scattered, watered, disintgregated, distributed, distributed.  Objects watered in clutter .

desperdigar
It means water, spread, spread, disperse, disperse, disengaging, distribute.

despertarse
You want to say leave sleeping.  Be alert, watch.  stretch is, mind you, wake is, evoke, motivate, stimulate.

despiadadamente
Very cruel way, in bloody form.  Cruelly, sanguinariamente.  Inhumanely.

despiadado
It means extremely cruel, bloodthirsty.  relentless, heartless, merciless, heartless, barbarian, sañudo, criminal.

despiertos
Plural of awake .  It means that he is in vigilance, that he does not sleep.  It can also mean attentive, sagacious,
intelligent, cunning, alive. 

despigmentar
It means removing or attenuating the pigments.  Decrease the intensity of a color. 

despilfarrador
You spend money without control.  Waste likes.  In Colombia, it means crazy, of poor judgment, irrational.  Also used as
a synonym for tarambana, wastefully, botarate or botaratas.

despilfarrar
It means spending without measure and without need.  Waste, waste, waste, squander. 

despilfarro
It means excessive and unnecessary spending.  Waste.

despiojar
It means eliminating or eradicating lice.  Remove or remove lice. 

despiplume
Widespread chaos. This word has many synonyms in Spanish language: Despelote, home, Whirligig, gazapera,
zaperoco, dreadful, droves, bun, fart, pomp, fanfare, shouting, algarada, Brawl, camorra.

despiplume



It refers to something out of control, something on which it has armed a mess or confusion. In Colombia we also define it
as despiporre or mess.

despiporre
In Colombia it means chaos, anarchy, mess, confusion, disorganization, noise, disorder, mess.

despistante
It means that it misleads, that it disorients.  That gives ambiguous information that makes you doubt or distrust. 
Disconcerting.  That causes bewilderment. 

despitonar
In Tauromaquia is to trim the tips of the horns in the bulls or also lose them inside the work.  Excel.   .  It can also mean
that during the work lose the bull a horn.  You can also use deptororar or decorto.

desplace
It is a turning move.  Means move, push, move, run, slide, evict, relegate, cornering.

desplome
Precipitous fall for something.  Lose the verticality.  Collapse.  desborone, fall, self-destruct, collapse (a construction or
building).  In stock market terms or Bank outright loss, ruin.

desplumar
Remove feathers from birds.  In Colombia, it is synonymous with Peel, steal, leave with nothing, spirited, Rob, swindle.

despojado
It is an inflection of stripping.  Person, that removed something that belongs to him or something to which she is entitled.
 Victim of plunder.  Strip, wants to say remove, snatch, deprive, usurp, loot.

despojo
It is an inflection of stripping.  Means remove, steal, usurp, boot, loot.  As a noun is synonymous with robbery, pillaging,
looting, abuse and loot, dam, corpse, residue, rest, carrion.

despojos
It means waste, remains, corpse.

despotas
despots is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Despotic." being its meaning:<br>The correct way is despots. It
is the plural of despot. Means autocrat tyrant, dictator, chieftain, satrap, despotic, abusive, oppressive, tax, intolerant.

despotenciar
It means removing or decreasing the power. 

despótico



Treatment given by a person who abuses his authority.  He acts as a tyrant or dictator.  It also means that he treats
others with contempt. 

despreciable
That it should not be given value.  That is worthless.  Insignificant.  That deserves to be snubbed or ignored.  Worthy of
contempt or disdain.  Disdained.  Q doesn't deserve to be taken into account. 

desprecio
It means snub, disdain.  Action and effect of despising, which means belittling, dismissing, underestimating.  It can also
mean offense, humiliation, discredit, defamation, tort. 

desprenderse
It means release, release, separated, untie it.

despropósito
Mean crazy, something that is not sane.  Disparate, incoherence, foolishness, nonsense, nonsense, donkey,
foolishness, stupidity, idiocy.

desprovisto
It means that it lacks, that need you to, which does not have.  Devoid, lacking, incomplete, stripped-down, private, nude.

despuntador
It is another way of calling a pencil sharpener or tajalapiz.

despuntar
It means romo back something pointy or sharp.  remove the tip of something long and pointed.  Flattened out, nicking,
spend, cut, cut.  It also means birth, going out, appear, sprout, Excel, Excel.

desquehacerado
Person who is vacant or in full laziness, with nothing to do. Desprogramado, desparchado, bored, idle, without trade.

desquiciado
In Colombia means crazy, crazy, crazy, defied.  He's lost his mind.  You've lost your mind.  Unscoisted. 

desquiciante
It means mad freaking out, that it freaks out, that it produces madness.  It makes us lose our firmness, safety and sanity.
 It makes you lose the serenity, the calm, that upsets, that peat. 

desquiciar
It means to lose judgment or sanity.  Go crazy, crazy. 

desquite
It means revenge, redress, repair, in retaliation, compensation, compensation, reward, revenge.  It was also the name of



a guerrilla or Colombian Bandit in the years 60´s, named José William Angel Aranguren.   Rebel leader in the North of
Tolima, during political violence.

desroñar
It means removing some branches from plants to get better vigor in which they are left.  Lop.  It is also called to itself the
fact of lifting part of the bark of the pines to obtain the miera or resin.  Derroñar, debark. 

desrrolar
The correct term is desrolar or simply rolling.  It means cutting a log from a tree into short, cut pieces.  Cut a trunk into
logs or trolleys.

destacamento
Mean picket, Squadron, group of soldiers or policemen, troop.

destartalado
It has all loose or loose and threatens to get messed up.  It means damaged, damaged, derailed, rickets, decomposed,
old, blamed, broken, damaged, barefooted.

destartalar
Release or loosen the components of a vehicle by using damaged roads.  It means disrupting.  You have everything
loose and threatens to derail it.  It means damage, impair, disrupt, break down, blamed, break, damage.

destazado
Does relationship to something that was skinned, quartered. Animal which has been slaughtered and its meat has
become pieces.

destello
Momentary glow, short time, lightning, brilliance, scintillation and spark intense brightness, beam, reflex.

destellos
Plural flash .  It means twinkle, glow, shine, glare, sparkle.  Lightning, reflection or burst of light.  Momentary brightness. 
It can also be taken as synonymous with hint, glimpse, glimpse, indicator, signal.  It means that it gives at times signals
that can be interpreted, which are indications that allow us to understand something.

destellos
Plural flash .  It means twinkle, glow, shine, glare, sparkle.  Lightning, reflection or burst of light.  Momentary brightness. 
It can also be taken as synonymous with hint, glimpse, glimpse, indicator, signal.  It means that it gives at times signals
that can be interpreted, which are indications that allow us to understand something.

desteñido
It is an inflection of bleed.  You mean do lose the intensity of a color, then rinse.  Discolor, fade, discolor, changing the
key.  In Colombia is a type of bluyin or pants pre-washed cowboy, light colors.

desternillarse



Laughing intensely and uncontrollably.  Laugh loudly, laugh out loud.  Peel.  Break up the calves (cartilage). 

desterritorializar
Remove borders or boundaries, without jurisdiction. Regardless of the territory.

destestable
He doesn't deserve to be loved.  That should be despised or slapped.  He deserves to be hated.  Disgusting, repulsive.

destierro
Penalty which is to expel a citizen of his own country.  Expulsion.  Prohibit a citizen to remain in the territory of their own
country.

destino
It means place or place where it goes.  Place or place to visit .  Chained events that occur during life.  It can also mean
use or function that is given to one thing.  It is also considered, as synonymous with luck, star, fortune.

destorrentado
It is a inflection of detorrentar (or storrentar).  It is a term used in Costa Rica and means to zoom out, reject, scare away.
 Away, estranged, rejected, expelled, thrown out. 

destorrentar
It is most used to storrent.  It means to scare away, to zoom out, to reject, to cast, to expel.  It is a term used by the ticos
( Costa Rica).  frighten. 

destrabarse
In Colombia it means unwinding, finding a way out or solution to a very complicated or difficult situation.

destronar
It means to replace or unseat.  Remove from another its preponderance or privileges.  Deprive someone of their
comfort.  Take away the throne, kingdom, or government from someone.  Take away someone's first place in a
competition. 

destroyer
It means destroyer, which ends everything.  A type of warship used in World War II.  It was fast and maneuverable,
widely used as a convoy escort.  It is a word from the English language. 

destruir
It means damage, impair, lie, demolish, demolish, put an end to construction, remove or tear apart a work.

desunido
It means separated, far away, disintegrated, disarticulated, section.  It also means enemy, opponent. 

desvaído



It means faded, discolored, which has lost color, dull, pale.  Another meaning is blurred, decayed, vague, blurred,
imprecise, faded, weakened, diminished, diminished. 

desvalabase
desvalabase is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Desvelabase" as meaning:<br>I think that the question is
desvelabase. It is an inflection reveal it. It means losing sleep, to sleep, growing restive, worrying, stay awake.

desvalabase
desvalabase is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Desvelabase" as meaning:<br>I think that the question is
desvelabase. It is an inflection reveal it. It means losing sleep, to sleep, growing restive, worrying, stay awake.

desvalijamiento
The action or effect of plundering, which means stealing, stealing, robbing, looting.  Theft, looting, robbery.  Remove
valuable things. 

desvariar
It means having visions or hallucinations caused by some hallucinogenic substance or by the effects of fever or disease.
 Deirar, hallucinate, become disturbed, fantasize, illusion or illusion.  In Colombia we also say dissension.

desvarío
It means nonsense, folly, incoherence.   It also means barbarity, chimera, illusion, whim, delirium.  Madness, fantasy,
disturbance of the mind. 

desvascularizacion
devascularization is incorrectly written and should be written as "Devascularization ( with tilde )." being its
meaning:<br>In medical terms is the destruction or the blocking of blood vessels and the consequent loss of blood
supply to an organ or tissue.  Cauterization.

desvelado
It is an inflection of unveiling or unveiling.  It means that you have difficulty falling asleep, with difficulty sleeping. 
Sleepless, sleepless, vigililant, nervous.  He is also jealous, interested, careful, attentive, caring. 

desvelar
It means difficulty falling asleep, difficulty sleeping.  Insomnia, wakefulness, wakefulness, nervousness, nervousness.  It
is also zeal, interest, care, attention, care.  Stay up late. 

desvelábase
It is an inflection reveal it. It means it is revealed, that he could not sleep. Without being able to sleep. Stay awake and
vigilant. Suffer from insomnia.

desvelo
It is an inflection reveal or disclose it.  Means difficulty sleeping, difficulty sleeping.   Sailing, Vigil, nervousness,
insomnia, nervousness.  It is also a zeal, interest, care, attention and care.



desvencijada
It means loose and spoiled.  He's got everything loose and he's threatening to get out of the way.  It means damaged,
damaged, deburred, ramshackle, broken, old, flat, broken, damaged, barefoot. 

desvencijado
You have all soil and threatens to derail it.  It means damaged, impaired, disrupted, dilapidated, broken, old, blamed,
broken, damaged, descalandrajado.

desventuras
Plural of misfortune .  Situations that generate danger or risk.  Contingencies.  It means misfortunes, misfortunes,
tragedies, misfortunes. 

desverijado
It means bad-dressed or bad-slap.  Poorly protected in noble parts, when referring to a boxer, fighter or martial arts
practitioner who must protect his testicles from a bad blow.  injured or injured in the warboards or noble parts.

desvertebrar
It means destroying, cracking, taking down some kind of criminal organization.  Remove the backbone of an
organization.  Isolate or separate key elements in an organization.  Split the spine, separate or isolate the vertebrae. 

desvestirse
It is the action of removing clothes, undress.  Stay vitilingo.

desvinculado
It means that it has lost any link or relationship.  That it no longer belongs, that he no longer belonged.

desvincular
That it should be set aside or segregated.  To void the link of one person, entity, or thing, with another. 

desvirtuado
It means that it has lost quality, virtues or characteristics possessed.  That showed that it was not true or real.  It is a
synonym of distort, alter, adulterate, undo, weaken, distort, contradict, deny.

desyerbar
It is the agricultural operation consisting of removing weeds or herbs in farmland.  It can usually be done with a snooze,
but also manually.

detal
It means it sells loose or by units.  It is sold retail.  Apostre of detail.  It is sold detailed or by units.  They sell for a few
units. 

deterioro
It means damage, wear and tear, impairment or breakdown caused by use.  Action or effect of deteriorating, which
means to spoil, to scar, to spoil, to damage, to deform. 



deténgala
It's an inflection to stop.  It means grabbing, holding, catching, catching.

detonación
It means loud noise, blast, boom, shooting, DIN, shot, pop, download.

detractor
A person who is opposed to orders or doctrines taught by someone.  Counter person.  Adversary, opponent, otherwise,
critical, accusing, defamatory.

detractora
That disqualifies or censors an opinion.  Person or woman who opposes the orders or doctrines given by someone. 
Opposite person.  Adversary, opponent, opponent, contrary, criticism, accuser, defamator.

detrimento
Affectation, prejudice, damage.  It means damage, adverse effect, prejudice, fault, prejudice, evil, brokenness.

detritívoros:
It is the name given to animals that feed on debris.  Animals that eat degraded or decomposed organic matter, which
usually is part of the silt or bottom of rivers, lakes and seas.

detrito
It means slag, residue, rest, waste, offal.  Decomposed matter.

detritos
Waste.  Decomposed organic matter.  Leftovers, offal, waste, waste, waste.

deudo
It means grieving, that you suffer a pain or sorrow.  Relative of a deceased or deceased.  Relative, family member or
relative of a person who has died.  Suffering. 

deuteronomio
Fifth book of the Pentateuch (Old Testament).  It means "second law" or "repetition of the law". 

deuteróstomo
In Biology it means second mouth.  It is a phylous of animals that during their embryonic development first form the anus
and the mouth has a secondary development.

devaluada
It means you've lost a lot of value.  It's worth a lot less than before.  Devalued. 

devaluado
It means that it has lost its value.  Depreciated.  By extension.  It has lost its prestige or recognition.



devanear
Wasting time, in an unserious and temporary relationship, seducing, gallantrying, courting, flirting.  In Colombia it also
means wandering, venturing, being distracted. 

devaneo
In Colombia is synonymous with courtship, amour, adventure, flirt, distraction, flirting.  Loss of time, unserious
relationship and temporary.

develación
It is the action or effect of unveiling, which means unveiling, discovering, revealing, making known.  Discover something
secret or hidden.  In Public Act is the action of removing a veil that hides a bust, a statue or a plaque.  Discovery.  . 

development
It is an English word meaning development (growth, progress, expansion).

devoto
It means believer, faithful, pious, religious, pious, admirer, supporter, fervent.

dexametasona
It is the name of a drug that is used as an anti-inflammatory and even anticancer.

dexar
In Asturian language it means to leave .  Skip.

dexiosis
It is a greeting of acceptance or agreement that is made with the right hand.  Acceptance, agreement, concord. 

dexteridad
It means skill, skill, skill, mastery, fitness, skills, expertise.  Ability to execute some activity or trade.

dextrinas
It is a chemical substance (olisacarido) of low molecular weight resulting from the hydrolysis of starch.  Solid, rubbery
and soluble substance obtained from starch by the action of acids, heat and a ferment.

dextrosa
It is one of the natural sugars of the fruit.  Glucose from fruit.  Glucose dextrorrotatoria.  In medicine is a solution for
injection, which is used as food aid, which provides sugar to the blood and helps to decrease potassium levels.  Serum.

deyanira
In Ancient Greek it means the one that defeats the heroes.  It can also be interpreted as mariticide, the one that kills her
husband.  Name of the third wife of Hercules.  Name of an asteroid (157). 

deyección



Action or effect of dejecting .  It means throwing or spreading substances under pressure or forcefully.  It may refer to
the defecate action.  It can also be the action of a volcano to throw lava and rocks.  The same is the spread of solids
(rocks and trunks especially) after an avalanche (injection cone, alluvial fan).  It is also possible to contemplate the
action of ejecting a pilot from the cockpit of an aircraft that is going to crash, although in this case more ejection is used.

deyectar
It means throwing or spreading substances under pressure or forcefully.  It may refer to the defecate action.  It can also
be the action of a volcano to throw lava and rocks.  The same is the spread of solids (rocks and trunks especially) after
an avalanche (injection cone, alluvial fan).  It is also possible to contemplate the action of ejecting a pilot from the
cockpit of an aircraft that is going to crash, although in this case more eject is used.

década
It means series or batch of ten.  It can refer, for example, to a decade of years that have the penultimate figure equal. 

dédalo
Daedalus was an architect and famous artisan in the ancient Greece.  He was the son of Eupalamo and Alcippe, and
was the father of Icarus.  He built the labyrinth of Crete.

déjà vu
It is an expression in French, which means already seen.  In many cases this galicism is used, to express in Spanish
memory, nostalgia, longing.  Feel or remember a past or already lived moment. 

déspota
That poor treatment it gives to others.  To say that you abuse of authority, tyrant, oppressor, abusive, dictator.

dhagma
dhagma is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Dharma" as meaning:<br>In Sanskrit means law or religion, the
correct way to write it is dharma ( with very similar to the 41 French pronunciation; It is not a word in the Spanish
language.

dhahac
Persian Monarch who ruled 10 years after the Universal Flood.  He is the oldest Monarch to be referenced and was a
descendant of Cam.  He was very tyrant and ruled 800 years.  He was deposed and killed.  It was succeeded by
Afraciab who founded the first Persian dynasty.

dhal
Dhal , is a Sanskrit language term that means skinned or peeled legume.  It is the name of a typical Hindu dish, based
on vegetables or legumes.  One of the most common is with lentils and coconut milk.  They are also called dal or daal. 
There is also the term Dahl.  This is a Swedish surname.  Surname of a great Swedish Physician and Botanicist named
Anders Dahl (to which was dedicated the genus Dahlia and so is called the national flower of Mexico).

dhara
It is the name of a Clinic of Aesthetic Surgery in Bogota.

dhow



Dau is also accepted.  It is the name of a type of triangular sailing boat, it is of Arab origin and is used mostly on the
Indian Malabar coasts and in Ceylon (Sry Lanka). 

diabaso
In the Philippines it's a surname.  It is also a genus of diptera insects (ebony, muskets).  Its type species is the diacanee
or ebony of the Carolina.  It is also one of the common names of an acantoptereric marine fish (which has fins with
spines).

diabetes
In medicine it is the name of a chronic disease, of metabolic type, which is characterized by a high presence of glucose
levels in the blood.  It is caused by poor insulin production in the pancreas.  Over time and poorly controlled it comes to
affect other organs, such as the heart, kidneys, eyes and nervous system. 

diabetín
He is a character created by health entities to represent the diabetic patient in health education programs.  They
represent them as a somewhat obese character. 

diablo
Evil character from many cultures.  Hell, Satan.  In Colombia we also say devils to darts, diabolists or pellets of fulminant
or Balinese guns.  Small metal spherite.

diablo rojo
It is the Singular of Red Devils.  A nickname that is the selection of football in Belgium.  Belgian fans.  Colombia Devil
red is a highly corrosive substance.  Used to Unclog pipes.  It contains Caustic Soda.

diabluras
It means pilatunas, mischief, chiquilladas, evils.  Fun activities that can be done by seniors or children. 

diabolos
The correct term is pellets, with tilde.  Plural of pellet.  Mean game of malabar invented in China.  It consists of two
halves hollow and joined by the convex part, which are made to turn through a rope that binds to two sticks.  It is also
called the devil or devil of two sticks.  Its original name was Kouen-gene, which means "to make whistling the hollow
trunk of bamboo"-

diabólico
It means related with the demon or the devil.  Demonic, Satanic, infernal, mefistofelico, perverse, I malignant, malicious.

diaclasa
In Geology it is the name given to the fracture of a rock.  Blocks remain static so there are no offsets. 

diadema
The headband is a motif that ladies use to catch the hair.  It has a hemispherical shape and can be of metal or of a
material that is somewhat elastic.  It can also be a gem for use in the head, which looks like a Crown or better still half
Crown.  Tape or band to attach the head.



diafano
The correct term is open, with tilde.  To say transparent, translucent, clear, limpid, crystalline, pure, crisp.

diaforético
It means that it increases sweating that produces more sweating.  Sweat. 

diagnosticentro
Authorized site in Colombia to perform the Technical Review of Motor Vehicles.  They are also called Diagnostic
Centers, Automotive Diagnostic Centers and are known by the acronym CDA. 

diaguita
It is one of the names given to an indigenous people from northern Argentina, also called Sacayán, Calchaquí, Daguita
or Cacán. 

diai
diai is incorrectly written, and should be written as "From there" being its meaning:<br>It is a wrong way to say or write,
to signify change direction or destination.

dial
Of Radio Spanish chain, owned by Grupo Prisa.  He specializes in pop music in Spanish.  It is also the selector of a
radio or radiotrasmisor or radio receiver.  Strip where you will find the different frequencies of a receiver.  Needle or
indicator that points out a fact or a frequency.  It also refers to a period of 24 hours.

dialio
Dialio, is one of the common names given in Central Africa to a tree, also known as framboyán, red acacia, chivato,
flamboyant, tabachín, malinche, ponciana.  Its scientific name is Delonix regia and belongs to the Fabaceae family.

dialitca
I think that the question is dialytic.  It is a kind of pure, distilled and demineralized water that is used to perform
debugging (usually calcium) crystals in the organism.  It is a therapeutic method developed and patented by the Spanish
priest Ignacio Martín-Artajo José, S. (J).  , inventor of the SLACKSTONE II system.

dialogo de sordos
" 34 deaf dialogue; It is a voice that wants to give to understand that two people of opposite without listening, each
defending its position speak but without analyzing what the other says. Irreconcilable.

diama
It is the name of a reservoir on the Senegal River.  It lies on the Senegal-Mauritania border.  it is also called
Maka-Diama Reservoir.  In Spain it is an environmental company dedicated to the sampling and analysis of zebra
mussels.  It stands for Díez Antoñanzas Medioambiente .

diamantes
It is the plural of diamond.  Diamond is one of the styles of poker.  Diamonds are very hard and very valuable Crystal
stones.  Carbon critalizado.  Very valuable gem.  Diamonds are also the names that receive fields or stadiums to play
baseball.  It can also be used as an adjective, to indicate something very valuable.



diamantino
It has the appearance of a diamond, relative to the diamond.  It is used as an adjective to mean hard, very hard,
transparent, bright or also persistent, unbreakable. 

diamastigosis
Name given to the Ephebic ritual scourge in honor of Artemis.  Adults uttered lashes at those who tried to get cheese in
the temple. 

diametralmente opuesto
It means located to the front, located exactly on the other side. Faced, antipode. Tight opponent. Trends and totally
opposing convictions.

diana
Diana is incorrectly written and should be written as "Diana ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Point where enrolls in
one shot.  White.   It is a woman's name, of Latin origin and means divine light-filled.

dianguia
It is the name of a town in Togo.  It is close to the border with Benin.

dianuco
Nut and hazelnut extract that was formerly used as a poultice.  Macerated walnuts.

diapdesis
Diapedesis is more indicated.  It is a term used in medicine.  It is of Greek origin and means to traverse.  It is the name
of the process by which T lymphocytes migrate through blood vessels to enter tissues and organs in different parts of
the body. 

diapédesis
It is a term used in medicine.  It is of Greek origin and means to traverse.  It is the name of the process by which T
lymphocytes migrate through blood vessels to enter tissues and organs in different parts of the body. 

diaplejia
It is the opposite of monoplegia (single-member paralysis or a single muscle group).  Diaplegia is a generalized
paralysis.  total or multiple paralysis.  Multiplejia .

diardigallo
It means arched-tailed pheasant.  It is the genus of pheasants found in Indochina.

diario
It means that it is repeated every day or every day.  Newspaper, written news outlet. 

diario canducho
canducho journal is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Diario Canducho." being its meaning:<br>Journal of
the West of Córdoba in Argentina.



diarréico
It means related to diarrhea or looseness.  Cause or causes diarrhea or looseness.  Laxative.

dias de plomo
" days of lead " It is a way of saying leaden days, gray days, opaque days, cloudy days.

diastre
diastre is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Swear" being its meaning:<br>It is a form of exclamation points to
denote surprise or admiration. Equivalent to 34 exclamation; consigned " or " hell " and means " Devils " or " to hell ". In
Colombia also say " Opa " " Opale " or " Wow ". There are exclamations which are used not to mention the devil or not
saying profanity or insults. It also said " 34 God;.

diatermanos
It's the same as diathermal.  In Physics is the name given to bodies that let heat pass very easily.  Heat conductors.

diatomeas
It is the name of the most common algae of phytoplankton.

diatriba
It means critique, attack, insult, speech, rant, refrain.  "Diatribe of love against a man sitting" is a work of Gabriel García
Márquez.

diatribar
It means criticizing, attacking, insulting, giving a speech, making a perorata, giving a cantaleta.  Sing, scold. 

diatriva
The correct term in Spanish is diatribe , with b .  It means criticism, attack, insult, speech, perorata, cantaleta, scolding.

diatrogenico
diatrogenico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Iatrogenic." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
iatrogenic.  It is a damage or injury caused unintentionally by a bad medical procedure.  There might be diatrogenico,
which would mean two lesions.

diaulo
In ancient times, it was an athletics race that was equivalent to two laps of a stadium.  It could vary between 350 and
400 meters flat.  It could currently be equated to the 800 meters flat.

diavolos
The most indicated term is diabolos .  Plural of diabolo .  In Colombia it has two meanings: one is ammunition for
Balinese or darts guns.  Ammunition for toy weapons.  It is also a game of Chinese origin used by cirqueros and jugglers
(they are two hollow semispheres joined by the convex part or poles and that are rotated on a rope)

diábolo
Type of toy made with a reel.  Pellet of a pellet gun or metal pellets.  Small dart .  Word of Greek origin that means that



divides, demon, devil. 

diádromo
It is the generic name given to fish migrating from freshwater to salt water (sea).  so they go down with the current of
rivers.  The classic example is eel.

diáfano
It means clear.  It lets the light through all its intensity.  Translucent, crystalline, pure, crisp.  It also means clean or
obvious.

diáfisis
In medicine it is the middle and tubular part of an elongated bone.  It can be for example in a phalanx. 

diálogo
Conversation that is advanced between two or more people.  Comments that are made between people in an alternating
and enjoyable way.  Chat.  conversation, colloquium.  Discussion on a matter .  Exchange of information between two or
more people. 

diáspora
Broadly speaking, it means dispersion, dissemination, exodus.  Migration, leaving the place of origin. 

diástole
It is a term used in medicine.  Movement of inflammation, procrastination, or expansion of the heart and arteries to
receive blood. 

diba
Diba is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Diva" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Diva. It is a woman
of Italian origin and that means goddess, protruding. Very outstanding female character in acting, music and modeling.

dibulla
In Tayrona language (gulamena ) means "lagoon by the sea".  It is the name of a Colombian municipality that belongs to
the Department of La Guajira.  It has existed since before the Spanish conquest and was formerly called Yaharo.  It is a
must when traveling from Santa Marta to Riohacha.

dicaba
It is a Spanish company, with headquarters in Madrid dedicated to automatic electrical installations.

dicasterio
In religion, it is the current generic name for all the major bodies of the Roman Curia, such as congregations, tribunals,
and offices.  Departments and specialized agencies of the Roman Curia . 

diccionar
It is the art of speaking and pronouncing words well.   How to speak correctly. 



dicción
Form or way to pronounce, talk or write.  Form articulate sounds when speaking.  Pronunciation.  Set of rules or features
that enable a language properly.

dicharachero
In Colombia it means talkative, charlatan, pajudo, carretudo.  Eloquent or also deceitful, liar.  Person who talks a lot. 
That speaks straw or cart.  We also say conversationalist.  It lacks credibility. 

dicho
In Colombia is synonymous with adagio, Maxim, saying, proverb, sentence aphorism.

dicho de un animal que vive en rebaño o manada
According to our dictionary and its use in Biology, it is the definition of gregarious.  Gregarious, has as synonyms:
sociable, gregal, docile, sheep, group, shady. 

dichos
It means adage, proverbs, sayings, maxims, aphorisms.  They are expressions of popular culture with high philosophical
content.  Plural of said .

dichosa
It means very cheerful, full of bliss, content, full of happiness.  Happy, lucky, joyful. 

dichoso
A person who reflects much happiness, radiating joy, which feels much joy.  Full, lucky, happy, happy, happy, happy.

dichoso afortunado
They are two synonyms of happy or venturous. 

dichoso satisfecho al máximo
They are definitions of happy.  Synonyms for happy.

dicipela la emfermedad
The correct term is disipela, with s (disease is not with m before the f).  It is a highly contagious disease of the skin,
medically called "Bacterial Dermohipodermitis".  In Colombia we know it more as Erysipelas.  It is caused by bacteria of
Streptococcus type type A (Streptococcus pyogenes).

dicipulos
ESA is incorrectly written and should be written as "disciples" being its meaning:<br>A person who learns a doctrine of a
teacher. A person who follows the opinion of a school. It is said is from who received teachings.

dicliptera
In Botany it is the name of a genus of plants belonging to the family Acanthaceae.  They are approximately 300 species
of plants mostly herbaceous and are of tropical climates.



dicotomizar
It means branch, divide in two, generate a 40 dichotomy, presenting two alternatives to select only a ). In Botany it is
split or branch a stem, to subsequently obtain cuttings.

dicterio
It means expletive insult, rudeness, shame, insult, denuesto, affront.

dictivos
dictivos is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Leaflets" being its meaning:<br>I think that they want to ask is
why diptychs. If so the diptychs are leaflets advertising that can be folded into two parts.

dictrico
The correct term is Dictico, or perhaps triptych.  Anyway it refers to informational or propaganda leaflets.  Dictico refers
to the two leaves or a single fold brochure.  The triptych is the it with three sheets or that it has two folds.

dida
Nickname of several Brazilian footballers.  Among the most outstanding are the steering wheel and front Edvaldo Alves
de Santa Rosa, considered one of the most outstanding of all time at the Flamengo club.  He was world champion in
1958 and died in 2002.  It is also called Dida to Nélson de Jesús e Silva, who officiated as a doorman.  He played in
Vitoria, Milan, Cruzeiro, Portuguese and Gremio.  He was Under-20 World Champion with Brazil in 1993.  He was World
Champion in 2002 in Japan, but did not play.  He was champion twice in the Confederations Cup (1997 and 2005). 

didascaleinofobia
It means fear of teaching, and therefore, fear of teachers, professors, educational institutions and in general to the
school. 

didelphodon
It means tooth with two bellies.  It is the name of a genus of extinct marsupials similar to today's otters.  They belong to
the Stagodontidae family.

didí
It was the nickname or household name of an excellent Brazilian football player.  His full name was Waldir Pereira and
he was also nicknamed Didu, O Senhor futebol (Mr. Football) and The Prince of Ethiopia.  In his teens he was in a
wheelchair and almost had his leg amputated due to an accident.  He was the inventor of the folha seca (dry leaf) on
free kicks and paradinha, and the first player to score a goal at the Maracanã Stadium.  He was considered the Best
Player of the 1958 World Cup in Sweden, when Brazil won its first World Cup.  He also played in the 1962 World Cup in
Chile, winning the second World Cup for Brazil.  He played for Fluminense, Botafogo, Sporting Cristal and Real Madrid. 
He coached Peru at the 1970 World Cup.  In Colombia, he was nicknamed Alex Valderrama, a player for Unión
Magdalena de Santa Marta and Junior de Barranquilla. 

dido
Name of legendary Queen of Carthage.  Founder of Cartago .  Name of Princess of Tyre .  Name given to an asteride
(209). 

diego
It is a male name of Greek origin and means very educated man. 



dieheimat
The correcdto is Die Heimat.  They are in German terms that mean habitat, home, House.

diergo
In botany it is one of the common names for a toxic plant.  Its scientific name is Sambucus ebulus.  It is also known as
lesser sauco, yezgo, mielgo, jambú, matapulgas, sauquillo, yergo.  It belongs to the family Adoxaceae. 

diespiter
It is one of the Latin names of Jupiter the Roman god.  He was also called Iupiter, Jove, Jovis, Iovis.

diestro
It is the person who by nature, all done with the right hand.  That kick with his right leg.  Right.  Also want to say that it is
expert, knowledgeable, wise, clever, competent, I shower, suitable, well versed.  It also said right-handed to a bullfighter,
a bullfighter.

dieta
A very specific and controlled type of diet that is ordered to a patient during their convalescence.  Remuneration that is
made in the form of a per diem .  Fees or payment received by a parliamentarian.  A special food that is eaten for a
special purpose (e.g., weight loss).  A special 40-day care period that a woman has after childbirth . 

dietiléter
In chemistry is a kind of liquid ether, very flammable.  It's the same ethyl ether.  It is used as a solvent and to
manufacture explosives.  Boil only with the warmth of your hands.

dietista
He is a professional in the branches of Health, specializing in dietetics and nutrition. 

dietólogo
Person skilled in the development of diets or balanced feeding programs.  They tended by a balanced diet, according to
each patient's needs.  The Colombia also say dietitians.  The name of the race in the universities is diet and nutrition.

dietrich
It is a surname of German origin.  It means strong, powerful.  Last name of German actress Marlene Dietrich (her full
name was Marie Magdalene Dietrich).  It is also used as a male name in Germany and means rich, potentate, wealthy,
powerful.  Lord of the Peoples or Who has power over the people.  Dieter variant .  They are considered variants of the
name Theodore. 

diezmando
Tithing inflection .  It can mean giving or donating tithing to the church or reducing a population by ten percent (one in
ten).  Significantly reduce a population.  Eliminate, reduce, raze, destroy, eliminate, annihilate, exterminate, kill. 

diezmar
It can mean giving or donating tithing to the church.  Reduce a population by ten percent (one in ten).  Significantly
reduce a population.  Eliminate, reduce, raze, destroy, eliminate, annihilate, exterminate, kill. 



diégetico
It means it's part of a story narrated.  Relating to diegesis or narration.  Narrated, counted, Remembrado.  In cinema, is
the type of sound is in the film space, that is, that belongs to the history.  Voice of a character.

difa
In Argentina it is the acronym of Department of Languages for Academic Purposes, a unit of the UNC National
University of Córdoba and belonging to the Faculty of Languages (or Languages).

diferencia
Lack of agreement, dispute, opposition in ideas or way of thinking.  Discrepancy.  In mathematics, subtraction,
subtraction.  Mathematical operation by which a number is subtracted from another .  Subtraction.  Characteristics or
circumstances that make one thing not equal to another.  Inequality. 

diferenciarse
It means to point out the differences.  Not look like.  stop being equal.  Action or effect of taking or to note the difference.

diferentes
Plural of different.  That it is special.  It means no similarity, that they seem not to.  Different, unequal.

difinicion de reatan
It is an inflection of reattaching.  Mean tying a cavalry behind another so go on Indian row (row one after another).  It is
back to tie, tie tightly.

difiviente
It means he lives in the midst of many difficulties.  That passes hardships. 

difuminación
It is the action or effect of blurring, which means rubbing with the blur a pastel paint, to subtract sharpness and accuracy
and generate an impression of movement or perspective.  Lighten or change the tone of a painting. 

difuminar
Subtract sharpness or accuracy from a painting to give the sensation of movement or perspective.  Fading, fading, or
lightening a painting.  Subtract intensity from the tone of a painting. 

difumino
It is a roll of stoposo paper, piece of skin or soft fabric that the painters use to blur or lighten the paints to the pastel. 
Special paper for smoking or blurring. 

difundirlas
It is a turning-point spread.  Mean spread, disperse, announce, extend, spread, transmit, disclose, communicate, spill. 
Make a story to reach everywhere.

difunsion
difunsion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Difunsion" as meaning:<br>Difuncion, means that you have



disorders or changes and so does not work. It is best to use dysfunction. This Difunsion related to spread, disperse,
disperse, distribute, spread, something, in this case is better that broadcasting.

difunto
You want to tell a person who has lost their lives.  dead person.  deceased, deceased, dead, finado, corpse, victim,
extinct.

difuntos
People who ceased to exist.  Dead, dead. holiday, corpse, extinct, victim, deceased.


